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Certikin offers the widest choice of colours
and patterns, from the world’s leading vinyl
manufacturers, combined with the highest
quality manufacturing techniques. Certikin
swimming pool liners are the best possible
option to bring your pool to life. 

SWIMMING POOL LINING

With a pattern and colour range which continues to provide the
traditional options but also challenge the ‘norm’, we offer a wider
choice than ever before to liven up almost any pool.  In-house state of
the art design and cutting procedures ensure even the most complex
shapes and sizes can be recreated.

Our pool vinyls are sourced from the world’s leading vinyl
manufacturers: Canadian General Tower; Elbtal Plastics and Renolit,
all of whom create materials to exacting standards and have a
combined manufacturing experience of over 160 years.  This range of
supply allows Certikin to have the widest choice of patterns and
colours available in the UK market, including many exclusive designs,
without compromising quality.

Modern design and manufacture techniques allow us to take these
excellent materials and create a high quality liner for almost any size
or shape of pool, including those with features such as ledges,
freeform curves, cover pits and integral steps.

As such, all of the liners Certikin manufacture, offer the following
qualities and features:

• Lacquered surfaces over high quality prints to help guard 
against abrasion, staining and UV attack.

• Inclusion of anti-microbial bodies to help combat biological 
attack and marking.

• High levels of flexibility.

• High resistance to breaking, tearing and puncturing.

• Resistance to water temperatures up to 30degC.

• Resistance to pool chemicals in a balanced water environment.

• Manufactured in a clean, purposely equipped factory 
environment incorporating trained staff and cutting and 
welding machinery specifically designed for the 
manufacture of pool liners.

• 5 year pro rata guarantee

Images are used as a guideline only.  Scale, sizing, shade and 
positioning of patterns may vary.  Pattern match at point of seams
cannot be guaranteed.

Lincoln Grey Lincoln Tan Durham Grey

Royal Mosaic Mosaic Cystal Mosaic

Ipanema Blue Olympia Blue Mykonos Blue

White Adriatic Blue Ice Blue

Sand Pale Grey (WSL) Aqua
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Tile Band Options - Combine with any wall and floor mix for an 

Plain Colour Options (for and all over solid colour, or as a combination

with any tile or pattern to create contrast)
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Certikin’s range of contemporary, pre-printed, tile band liners offer a
wide range of options, opening a new avenue of colours and designs
which can contrast greatly from the commonly seen traditional
ranges. Liners are manufactured from a pre-determined wall section
with a pre-printed tile band and a complementing lower wall/floor
section which is the same pattern as the main body of the wall –
offering a stunning all over effect.

It is also possible to cross match the printed tile band onto other
background patterns if desired – please enquire about surplus
charges for this process.

It should be noted that a background print or colour is visible above
the printed tile band – please ask for a full size sample of the
product if this is a concern.

Contemporary Printed Tile Band Options

Bourbon Street Cambridge Tile Verona Savona



Royal Mosaic Roman Mosaic Tropical Mosaic (WSL) Reflections Riverstone Sandstone (WSL)

Durham Tan Oxford Grey Oxford Tan

Persia Sand Persia Blue Aurora (WSL)

Mosaic Crystal Mosaic Persia Sand

Elgin Blue Elgin Grey Pearl White

Emerald Bronze Star (WSL) Grey Riverstone (WSL)

Pompei Blue Carthage Blue Carthage Green

Persia Blue Bystantin Blue Bystantin Green (WSL)

Pearl Black Grey Marble (WSL) Blue Marble
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attractive and protected finish at the waterline

Patterned Wall & Floor Options (for an all over patterned finish, or mix and match with plain colours and tile bands)

20

Available in 20thou thickness in a vibrant
Oceanstone finish either as an all over pattern, or
with the Cambridge border, Tower Infinity offers
exceptional chemical and ultraviolet resistance
which reduces fading and increases the aesthetic
quality of the pool liner over it’s lifetime. 
Tower Infinity is manufactured on an enhanced
quality vinyl and includes UV and fade resistant
inks under a multi layered protective top lacquer.

Tower Infinity



brings water to life

Swimming Pool 
Lining

Simply the easiest way to decorate your pool!  PoolMat is a high quality pool motif
manufactured on heavy duty vinyl with UV and chemical resistant inks which simply
sits on your pool floor.

No adhesives, no suction, no specialist fixing required. The PoolMat is held down by
its own weight and the pool water.  All you need to do is slide the mat into the water,
position it where you want it and ensure there is no air or water trapped underneath.
Literally installed in seconds into a full or partially full pool.  Suitable for all smooth-
surface pool types (not tiles) on a level surface.

If you want a change, simply lift the PoolMat and move it around the pool, or alter-
nate with other PoolMats.

PoolMat comes in a range of pre-manufactured designs in a standard 59” (4’ 11” /
1.5m) diameter at the price listed below, or, custom mats can be made, on provision
of artwork, to almost any size.

As the general ability to manufacture pool liners improves, it has become possible to
fabricate more complex shapes and features into a single piece ‘bag’ liner.  Curves and
banks are common within pools, and as the popularity of slatted covers increases, pools
which require ledges and pits to accommodate these are also being seen more and more.
Liners can comfortably be manufactured to follow all of these shapes and features.

In addition, Certikin liners can now be fabricated to neatly follow the profile of a variety of
internal and external pool steps, whether curved or straight.  We require 100% accurate
and detailed dimensions, but on supply of such the manufacture of almost any style or
position of step is possible.

Steps will be formed in numerous ways depending on their style and can be of a single
piece of vinyl which flows from the floor up the steps to the pool wall, or from multiple
sections welded together to form the individual planes of each tread and riser.  Liner steps
can be formed using any patterned or plain colour but consideration should be given to how
a shaped feature will appear – for example forming a mosaic liner over curved or angled
steps can lead to the natural flow of the mosaic being compromised.  Equally, steps with
particularly tight angles and dimensions often need multiple, close range, welds – these can
be emphasised if made in plain coloured liners.  The overall best effect is seen in mid and
pale coloured random pattern material.

Installation of the step is equally critical – the step should be positioned first and held in
place with weights so it cannot move out of place as the remainder of the liner is positioned
and stretched.  There should be a minimum of 6” (150mm) of water on the top step to
minimise any possibility of liner slip.  It should always be made aware to pool owners that
the fit of the liner over the steps does not guarantee it will not move – only the water
pressure holds the liner in place.  Equally, all should be aware that the vinyl from which
steps are manufactured is not designed as a non-slip material and great care is needed
when using this product in the pool.

Factory Made Swimming Pool Liners

PoolMat

Dolphin Compass

Tribal Sun Tropical Fish

Custom Made Options
PoolMat can be manufactured in a multitude of
designs and colour combinations in order to
customise the appearance of your pool.
Monograms, company logo’s, names, and even
photographic images can be incorporated to
offer a fully unique addition.  Custom PoolMats
are made to order and will generate a lead-time
and will be priced based on size and complexity.
Artwork must be high resolution.  Copyright
material cannot be reproduced.



Infinite On-Site Lining
Certikin’s Infinite On-Site Lining service continues to go from
strength to strength, both in terms of level of service and
installation ability to the depth of quality in the materials we use.  

Now firmly established in this market, Certikin’s ability to install
a liner into almost any pool and any environment is speaks for
itself, with a very wide variety of installations successfully
completed, from basic balance tanks, to standard and complex
domestic pools through to full commercial size installations.

Our material range continues to advance and is of the highest
quality.  Our supply partners are some of the finest PVC
manufacturers in the world and continue to excel themselves in
terms of development and quality standards.  All materials
sourced are certified for use in domestic and commercial
applications, being KSW and CE certified – they meet all current
European requirements for swimming pool installation – and in
particular, all of our anti-slip membranes, plain colour or printed,
are manufactured to DIN EN 51097 Cat C standards.

The choice of colours and patterns includes all of the classics, but
also includes new and adventurous options such as our exclusive
Pearl White, Pearl Black, Tropical Mosaic and Lagoon.  We have
also developed our range of patterned anti-slip membranes so
that our French Mosaic option has a complementary and
matching anti-slip membrane in order to offer an all over tiled
effect finish.

Product Features:
• Installed by Certikin
• 10 year pro-rata guarantee at pool temps of up to 90OF (32OC).
• Fully certified materials – suitable for any installation.
• High quality printing with a multiple lacquered 
protective surface – offering the highest stain, 
discolouration and abrasion resistance.
• UV Stabilised – acceleration chamber tested.
• Ideal for both new and re-furbished pools (including concrete, 
cement render, steel, aluminium, timber and fibreglass) – 
note: fittings must be liner fittings.
• 1.5mm or 1.6mm PVC with polyester internal mesh.
• Anti-slip PVC for steps and walk in slopes.
• Anti-microbially equipped.
• Tear resistant.
• Installed with 50mm overlap seams – sealed with colour 
co-ordinated or translucent liquid PVC.
• Anchor points made with stainless steel expanding drive rivets.
• Can be hung from standard liner-lock or from specifically 
installed metal profile.
• Geo-textile underlay available and recommended.
• Easily repairable if damaged.
• Suitable for domestic and commercial applications.

INFINITE ON-SITE POOL LINING

on-site lining
INFINITe 

 
 

French Mosaic French Mosaic
Ant-slip

Blue Marble

Persia Sand Tropical Mosaic

Blue Tile Crystal Mosaic

Black Pearl White Pearl



Touch Range 
Touch is a range of vinyl, for site application only, designed to offer a simulation of a variety of natural stone effects both in appearance and texture.  By
combining high quality and thicker than standard (2.0mm as opposed to 1.5mm) vinyl with the latest design and manufacturing technology the Touch range
offers a unique pool experience and presentation supported by a long established installation method. The range has been created by not only printing, but also
by engraving and embossing the surfaces of the vinyl to create a 3D effect which offers both aesthetic beauty and a pleasant and surprising touch.  The vinyl is
ultimately protected by the AlkorPlan 3000 multi-layer lacquering system for maximum protection within the pool environment.

Each of the three designs has been created to mimic nature.  The Authentic option offers the look of natural carved stone, whilst the Relax option re-creates an
exotic beach effect and reflections of a turquoise sea.  The texture of both the Authentic and Relax creations allows them to be certified as anti-slip product to
Cat C of the required DIN standard. The Elegance design re-creates a black slate effect, offering elegance and glamour.  An accompanying anti-slip version of this
design is available for steps, ledges and slopes. All designs are complimented by specific seam sealers which minimise the visibility of overlap heat sealed joints.

Lagoon * Mid Blue Pale Blue

Authentic Relax Elegance

Sand Aqua White

Pale Grey Dark Grey Black

Plain Colours Options
Plain, solid colours are ideal for creating an all over crisp finish.  They can be combined with patterns around the perimeter, walls and floor if desired to
create contrast and differentiation.  Whilst solid colours are clean and even, they can highlight unevenness in the pool shell in some instances.

Our extensive range of colours offers the widest choice and the highest quality.   Our new and exclusive Lagoon colour offers a pleasing variant to the
traditional blues and greens, giving a unique look when under water.  All plain colours, with the exception of Lagoon*, are available in matching anti-slip
variants – these can be used to complement the all over colour of your liner, or mixed with patterns and other colours to create areas of contrast on step
treads, slopes, ledges and other safety areas.

Our full range is available to view in our free of charge sample swatches.  Please contact Certikin North for provision of these and other lining samples.


